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he started getting "trouble" messages on his phone,
and soon after, got a letter from the fbi. they explained

that they were trying to trace a suspicious rambo
account and wanted lee to stop publishing his stories on
his personal blog. "for a couple of years i was the lucky
bastard who got to write rambo stuff for free. and then
the fbi got involved and started sending me threatening

letters. they wanted to trace a suspicious rambo
account and they told me i had to stop. i refused, and
that's when they shut me down. it's been a long, hard
road since then, but i'm still here." in the next article, i
will share a few tips and tricks to help you write your

own rambo fanfiction, and give lee a big hug for being
brave enough to live his dreams. for now, you can

watch the films in the torrents below and find out more
about this brave man in the next article. the first two

have been in the public domain for some time. rambo:
first blood part ii is a minor improvement on its

predecessor, as rambo goes on the warpath against the
corrupt power structure of a little town. rambo iii is
more of the same, and the studio spliced in some
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scenes from rambo ii so that there's no need to watch
that film again. both are basic action movies with a lot
of boozing and killing, but they play out well. the action
scenes are well-acted and staged, and the plot is taut.

the only problem is that the filmmakers try to make
rambo a "good guy," but he's only a tool for a greater
good. and the "good guy" role is a bit too cloying to be
truly engaging. rambo: first blood part ii was a reboot
(the original had been a loose remake) of the first film,

and it's a similar story. but this one is better, for the
most part.
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when the first film was released, the public responded
very well to it, and the producers of the series decided
to use that success to make a sequel. lee himself was a
little less enthusiastic though, and he went on to make

three more films, two of which were directed by ted
kotcheff. they also starred stallone as rambo, and it was

he who decided to put his own spin on the character.
first blood, the first film, was a much darker, more

realistic film, and in fact, the film was an adaptation of
a novel that david morrell had written, and he also
wrote the script for the third film, which was also

directed by kotcheff. this novel was turned into a script,
but it was never made into a film. instead, it was a story
about rambo, his wife, and his son who was left behind
in the country. the story was told from the perspective
of the little boy. the third film, which was directed by

kotcheff again, was the most successful of the four, and
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the only one to make a profit. although it was not his
idea, stallone did receive the approval of the publisher
to make the fourth film. and that was where it all went
wrong. the film was shot some 20 years after the third

one, and the producers decided to use the theme music
from the first rambo film to pay homage to it. but the

idea was not appreciated by everyone, and they had to
shoot the film in other countries, resulting in a different
version. in addition, stallone was not willing to take a
pay cut, and he ended up making less than he had

agreed to. this led to a huge dispute between lee and
the producers, and the latter decided to ignore him
completely. eventually, they stopped funding the

project, and lee had to fund the film himself.
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